SHAREVIBE turns shared desire into double the passion for both
partners
Discover SHARE 2.0. The trusted and constantly improved shape of the SHARE family now
meets the thrilling vibrations of a powerful, rechargeable BULLET. SHAREVIBE is the name
of this impressive coupleTOY from FUN FACTORY which - without a harness - intensively
pleasures the active woman and the passive part.
Bremen, October 2014 – SHAREVIBE is a uniquely flexible toy that is well-thought-out in
terms of function and anatomical fit. Its opimised shape lets it become a natural extension of
HER body. Inserted vaginally and held by the pelvic muscles, the hard yet flexible silicone
shaft allows the active woman to sensually penetrate her partner. This trend in erotic role
reversal, also called “pegging”, brings experiment-happy couples into whole new realms.
SHAREVIBE flexibly adapts to all desired positions and pleasures not only the passive part,
but also the active women through the feedback of the thrusts movements. The
vibrationBULLET in the middle of the silicone body intensifies the pleasure with gentle to
powerful vibrations.
Role play with a regular harness (belt for the active
woman to attach the sex toy) can easily become
complicated, inflexible and not very sensuous. The
belt pinches, irritates the skin and of course disrupts
natural body contact between the two lovers. Plus, the
dildo being used often doesn’t have the needed hold
or can only be held at an unnatural 90° to the user. Spontaneous position changes and a wild love
game without interruptions are out of question. Plus, the active woman often isn’t stimulated at all
and only has a little feeling of how intensely to pleasure her partner.

SHAREVIBE, in contrast, creates a very sensual
connection between the two lovers and leads to uniquely
sensitive experimentation. So the SHAREVIBE is the
perfect toy for all beginners in the erotic world of sexual role
games, but also great for experienced users who are ready
to discover the comfortable handling of SHAREVIBE.

The unique highlight of the SHAREVIBE is its removable
BULLET which is placed between the long and short end
and spreads its vibrations to the active and passive
partner. The 3 vibration intensities and 2 vibration rhythms
of the waterproof, rechargeable BULLET boost the intensity
of the love game with just a push of the FUN button and
makes using the toy even more diverse.
SHAREVIBE can be viewed in 360° mode at www.FUNFACTORY.com
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About FUN FACTORY:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its
headquarters in Bremen, Germany. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right
up to completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and
come directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer
and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA and in 2013 a branch in
Spain. Today the company has over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with
its products.
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